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lOTRODUCTION
The project "An Investigation of Farm Building Loss Cue
to V/ind and Fire" was undertaken as a research problem "by the
Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa State College in
1930. Under the leadership of Prof, Henry aiese nine graduate
students of the Agricultural Engineering Department have
obtained a degree of Master of Science from Iowa State College
for the valuable major work which they completed while
striving to find means of reducing and preventing wind and
fire losses in Iowa. Wind loss and fire loss are given equal
study by making further analysis of each loss every other
year. The year 19S9-1940 falls into the set of years devoted
to the study of fire loss.
Fire waste is absolute destruction of material wealth.
Every time one fire occurs the nation is made poorer by the
amount of damage wrought. Since fire destroys cultural wealth
and human life, a man who is responsible for a fire is long
rem.embered. Men still severely criticize Nero for allowing
the deplorable conflagration in Rome, The great fire of
Chicago in 1071 and the fire of San Francisco in 1906 are
still dramatized on the stage and screen and in literature.
Every one of ua has a responsibility to his nation and his
fellowmen in controlling and preventing fire waste. Perhaps
in the pest years of fire prevention work too little attention
-9-
has been given the loss of life in fire. In Illinois 174
persons lost their lives in fire during the fiscal yearending
June 30, 1939. Schraffenberger, the fire marshall of Cincin
nati , says:
"The real factor in fighting fires is not to save
money, but to preserve lives, and on that philosophy
the Cincinnati department is based."
The fact that industrial plants of Canada and the United
States have few fires, and the European countries have nearly
perfect fire records Indicates that fires can be prevented.
Realizing the value of fire prevention, the Farmers'
Mutual Reinsurance Association and the Iowa Mutual Tornado
Insurance Association of Iowa sponsored a research project on
fire and wind destruction. During the course of the work
contributions were made to the field of fire prevention by
instituting inspection service and by testing and improving
domestic spark arresters. After nine years of work on fire
prevention in Iowa it is well to think back over the rural
fire waste experiences and to study them in order to plan fire
prevention work in the future.
Experience is of value only when retrospection Is
employed to analyze the causes for the incidents of experience.
This year, 1940, is the tenth year in the history of Project 23,
an investigation of farm building loss due to wind and fire In
Iowa. It is well to pause in the efforts to develop new means
of preventing fire waste, and consider whether past efforts
have been directed toward the most vital points of the problem.
-10-
Ten years of exoollent statistical analysis such as that
available for the rural fire loss in Iowa should show some
very decided trends which will reveal new truths about fire
loss when critically analyzed.
A good retrospection of the past experience with rural
fire loss in Iowa would Include a study of the benefits
derived from the institution of fire prevention measures
sponsored by the efforts of research workers on the project;
namely, the inspection service and the installation of
domestic spark arresters. Rural fire losses are recorded by
county; whereas, records of spark arrester installations are
recorded by the association sponsoring the installation. This
unfortunate discrepancy in the unit bases for the data makes
the analysis of the benefits derived from the installation of
spark arresters quite difficult at the present time. Since
the results obtained In an attempt to analyze the benefits of
spark arrester installations were questionable, they were not
included in this report. Inspection benefits can be studied
to better advantage, for the loss experience of the associa
tions employing inspections is indicative of the benefits
derived from the inspection service.
Although very thorough studies of the direct causes of
rural fire waste are available, little or no work has been
done and reported on the less apparent Indirect causes of
rural fire loss. Indirect causes may be regarded as the
physical and economical forces which set up an environment
-11-
conducive to the frequent recurrence of some direct cause*
Under this rather broad definition would be included such
specific factors as weather conditions, number of farm mort
gages, price change of farm commodities, insurance valuation,
and fire prevention techniques employed. Since no reports
of these indirect causes of rural fire loss are available, it
seems that an effort to analyze them would be Justified*
-IE.
RSVIEV/ OF PREVIOUS INVESTIGATIONS
Perhaps the most pertinent literature in the investi
gation of Iowa's rural fir© loss is that prepared by research
fellows in the Department of Agricultural Engineering.
Anderson (2) in 1932 made a valuable contribution by analy
zing Iowa's rural fire waste according to distribution of
loss in towns and country, magnitude of destruction, geo
graphic location, types of property deimage, month and hour of
occurrence, and type of management. His work: formed a basis
for the publication entitled "Rural Fire Waste in Iowa" by
Glese and Anderson (6). Peikart (23) followed the work of
Anderson logically by attacking the most serious outstanding
problem, that of sparks on roofs, Peikart's work on the
efficiency of spark arresters in breaking up or retaining soot
particles was a pioneering contribution to the field of
domestic spark arrester design. Lanhem (18) followed up the
work of Peikart by studying the chemical nature, physical
properties, and relative danger of various soot particles.
Lanham also conducted tests on the efficiency of various types
of spark arresters for retention of sparks and freedom from
clogging.
Numerous complaints that spark arresters unduly clog the
chimney opening prompted White (35) to report tests on the
effect of spark arresters on the flow of chimney gases. White
-13-
found that under usual conditions the type of spark arrester
designed at the Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa
State College does not aiaterially affect the chimney draft.
Peach (22) and Test (28) also reported work on burning
soot particles in the chimney, and the use of spark arresters
in their control.
The most recent report on the direct causes of rural fire
waste in Iowa is one made hy Henry Giese (5) who brings out
some pertinent points. Giese*s report states:
"In the country, the greatest single item of loss
is the dwelling. The barn takes second place with
a total loss equal to about one-half that of the
dwelling loss. The dwelling loss is about 6Z% and
the barn loss about 30.65^ making a total of 92,6%
accounted for by the two structures.
"Defective flues and heating systems and sparks on
combustible roofs are responsible for 76% of the
fire waste in dwellings resulting from known caases.
Likewise spontaneous Ignition of hay and feed and
lightning on non-rodded barns are together respon
sible for 67^cf the fire waste to farm barns."
It seems feasible to concentrate any future study to the
few causes which form the greatest menace to Iowa property.
A review of literature on the subject of fire loss would
be incomplete without mention of the contributions made by the
National Fire Prevention Association quarterly and proceedings,
and the literature published by the National Board of Fire
Underwriters,
Price (26)» Valgren (51), Roethe, and Betts should be
mentioned for their work with the TJ.S.D.A. in publication of
bulletins on fire protection and prevention on the farm. The
-14-
work done by the U.S.D.A. through the efforts of Brown (3),
Hoffman, and Bradshaw (10) on spontaneous ignition is very
valuable in determining the specific causes of spontaneous
ignition.
A more recent investigation which bears directly on some
of the problems to be met in an economic analysis of fire
waste is that carried on by Hedlund (7), Peterson (24), and
Powell (25) while working with the extension service of Hew
York state at Ithaca, New York, and the Sconomics Department
of New York State College, No doubt the problem of rural fire
waste in Iowa differs quite markedly from that in the sbte of
New York, but the findings of New York State College in their
work on the relationship of farm mortgage, farm income, farm
appearance, and farm location on farm fire loss are classical
investigations in the field of economic causes of farm fire
loss. The New York State College studies found the differ
ences between losses to mortgaged and clear farm property to
be significantly great.
-15-
EZISTING CAUSES OF RURAL FIRE WASTE
Statistical Survey of Rural Fire Waste in Iowa
Cause of rural fire waste*
A ten year average of rural fire loss by cause shows that
the most serious direct causes of rural fire waste are defec
tive flues, sparks on roofs, adjoining, lightning on unrodded
buildings, defective wiring, and defective heating systems.
These seven causes account for 11$ of the rural fires result
ing from known causes* Some of these causes are peculiar to
particular items of loss. For instance, sparks on roofs and
defective flues and heating systems account for 70.1^ of the
total number of dwelling fires and 71.5^ of the total dwelling
damage from known causes. Spontaneous ignition of hay and
straw, and lightning on unrodded barns account for 64.3% of
the total number of barn fires and 69.9% of the total barn
damage from known causes. Since dwellings and barns are the
greatest items of concern in rural fire waste, it seems
feasible to concentrate the greatest part of future research
activity on the four causes resulting in greatest loss, namely,
sparks on roofs, defective flues and heating systems, spon
taneous ignition of hay and straw, and lightning.
-16-
Items of rural fire we.ste*
In studying the items of rural fire waste in Iowa it is
pertinent to note that out of the 20,330 rural fires recorded
for the past ten years, 10,598 or 52,1^^ of the total number
occurred in dwellings, and 3,037 or 14.9% of the total number
occurred in barns. Dwellii^ losses account for 46,7^ of the
total loss and barn losses account for 20.5;^ of the total loss.
Thus we see that dwellings and barns together account for
67.0^ of the total number of fires and 67,2^ of the total
damage from fires. A diagram of the various losses by item
is shown in Figure 4. Figure 5 shows the relative importance
of various items of fire loss and also shows the ratio of loss
between country an-d town.
Time of rural fire waste«
The two lines in Figure 6 showing average damage and
average number of rural fires by hour of occurrence have a
wider spread during night and early morning then during the
day. Early morning and night fires have more damage per fire
than midday fires because the night fires are not noticed
until they have acquired greater headway than midday fires.
The peak in the number of fires occurs during midday from
about eleven a.m. to three p.m.,, but the damage does not show
any decided peaks. The standard deviation of the hour of
occurrence data for the ten years seems to be greater than the
standard deviation of the data for fires by cause, by item of
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loss,and by county. The fact that the standard deviation is
greater shows that the random variable is more important in
determining the hour of occurrence than variables hsving a
functional description. In other words, the hour of occur
rence is largely a matter of chance, and not the result of
definite causative factors, such as the custom of kindling
fires in the morning, building large fires at midday for cook
ing, or other factors making one hour of the day differ from
another.
The month of rural fire occurrence pictured in Figure 7
shows a significant trend. Fire loss is high in the cold
winter months, reaching a peak in the cold, windy month of
March. April, May, and June are moist, cool months, having no
extremes of weather, so fire loss drops off. The month of
July is in the middle of the hot, dry summer, vfcich causes
the fire loss to again rise to a peak due to the extreme heat
and drought.
The peak of fire loss in the windier months of January,
February, and March results from the increase in number of
dwelling fires caused by defective flues and heating systems.
The peak of fire loss in July and August results from the
Increase in the number of barn fires from spontaneous ignition
and lightning.
Location of rural fire waste.
The map in Figure 8 showing the distribution of country
-25-
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fires by counties for the average of the past ten years
reveals the fact that fire loss per 1,000 farms is greater in
some counties than in others. The distribution of country
barn fires per 1,000 farms from spontaneous ignition, and
country fires from sparks on roofs are shown in Figures 84
and 25, respectively.
Figure 8 shows the three areas of most serious country
fire loss in Iowa to be concentrated in the southeast section,
including Monroe, Louisa, Van Buren, Davis, Appanoose, and
Mahaska counties, listed with the worst offender first; the
dairy counties of the northeast, including Black Hawk,
Buchanan, and Butler; and a scattered group in southwestern
Iowa, with Union and Montgomery counties as the worst offen
ders. The ten leading counties in country fire loss are
Monroe, Union, Louisa, Black Hawk, Buchanan, Van Buren, Davis,
Appanoose, Mahaska, and Montgomery,
Judging from the location of the concentrated country
fire loss centers, two factors are operative in country fire
loss; namely, the farm building investment and the upkeep of
the building enterprise. Since the southeastern pert of Iowa
has poor soil, the building upkeep is neglected, resulting in
a high fire loss. Black Havfe and Buchanan counties in north
eastern Iowa are located in a region of fertile soil near
cities with the result that the number of farm buildings is
greater, with the subsequent increase in the number of fires.
The reason for higher losses in Union and Montgomery counties
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is not so apparent, for these two counties do not seem to
differ greatly from other counties in southwestern Iowa,
One theory for the location of regions of greatest fire
loss is that the population from foreign born parents are more
careful in the preservation of their property, A study was
made to investigate the truth of this theory.
The percent of rural farm native white population with
native parentage in each county as shown in the 1930 census
was correlated with the number of fires per 1,000 farms in
each county. A correlation coefficient of 0.14 was obtained.
A correlation coefficient of this magnitude may be expected to
result because of chance three times out of twenty. The result
of this study would indicate that about Z% of the variation in
the number of farm fires per 1,000 farms is described linearly
by variations in the percent of native born farm population
with native parentage.
Indirect Causes of Rural Fire Waste
Effect of farm price change upon number of farm dwelling fires^,
Cause and effect factors for rural fires must be fully
ascertained before any definite move can be made to control
fire destruction. Anderson (2) and Giese (5,6) have made
studies and compiled very valuable information on d irect
causes of rural fire waste in Iowa, Results of their studies
led to the analysis and development of the spark arrester as
-E7-
TABLE I, NUMBER OF DV/ELLINO FIRES IN IOWA AS AFFECTED
BY COST OF FOOD.
Year
(1)
Total
Damage
(2)
No.
Dwelling
Fires
(3)
Dam./
Fire
(41
Retail Food
Index*
(5)
Dnm./Fire
Food Index
(6)
Index of
Column
6*
7)
1923 1,209,510 452 2676 96,8 2764 98.5
1924 1,143,664 434 2635 96.9 2719 96.9
1925 1,668,691 535 3119 106.4 2931 104.5
1926 1,916,176 441 2985 110.5 2701 96.3
1927 1,403,078 481 2917 105.2 2773 98.9
1928 1,353,609 498 2722 103.0 2643 94.2
19E9 1,062,640 425 2500 105.7 2365 84.3
1930 1,664,241 666 2499 101.1 2472 88.1
1931 1,622,262 584 2778 82.1 3384 120.6
1932 1,811,032 702 2580 67.4 3827 136.4
1933 1,164,513 508 2292 66.6 3441 122.7
1934 1,206,953 588 2053 75.7 2712 96.7
1935 709,604 360 1971 83.4 2363 84.2
1936 1,294,601 563 2299 85.8 2679 95.5
*1923-1925 as "base period.
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a preventive aid In control of roof fires. Some study has
been made In New York (7,24,25) on the Indirect and more
personal causes of dwelling fires. Fires are closely con
nected with human beings and human activity. It seems reason
able to believe that the psychological or mental health of an
individual will quite noticeably affect his activity. It
also seems reasonable to believe that one's physical comfort
and economic stability will affect his mental attitudes and
consequent actions.
During economic depression individuals are forced to give
up small luxuries and recreations that serve to maintain one's
morale and mental attitude in good health. The psychological
result of economic depression is the lowering of morsae.
Lowering of morale produces a careless, slipshod manner of
workmanship. When men must use all of their income for a live
lihood, they are apt to allow their production capital to
deteriorate. For instance, on the farm the buildings become
In poor repair, chimneys are not fixed when they should be,
the farmstead becomes lees neat, and the need for money becomes
more Insistent. Such farm conditions would seemingly indicate
a tendency for greater farm fire loss, A brief survey was
made to test the validity of this theory.
The first part of the comparison between fire waste and
economic depression was obtained from data on fires reported
to the Iowa State Fire liarshal, and price indexes from the
United States Bureau of Labor Statistics (29). The data
-30-
oollected are shown In Table I.
All Indexes In Table I are based upon the average values
for the years 1923-1925, inclusive, since the retail prices of
food index was computed for a 1923-1925 base period. Column
(4), damage per fire, was calculated by simply dividing the
total damage by the number of fires. Total damage includes
both property and contents damage, golumn (6) results from
simply dividing column (5) by column (4), The reason for this
operation is not so obvious, but may be explained in the
following manner; The damage per fire divided by the food
index factor shown in coludin (6) is in reality the value of
damage estimates when based upon a stabilized food purchasing
dollar. For example, suppose that $1,000 during the base
period would buy food and clothing for an average family for
one year. Then a damage estimate in 1923 would indicate a
loss of enough to maintain an average family 2,0 years (^2,764),
while a damage estimate in 1931 would indicate a loss of enough
to maintain an average family 3.4 years (.|3,384), Yet the
average damage per fire estimates of !f2,676 and ^2,778, shown
in column (4), are not materially different in ordinary mone
tary units. Very probably some fires are intentionally
started in order to collect insurance during periods when the
damage loss estimates exceed the value of the property at the
time. Such a condition cannot be blamed entirely on the pro
perty owner. The blame rests on the deplorable economic
pressure which drives men to seek a livelihood by any means
-31-
poeslble.
Table I Is represented graphically in Figure 9. Upon
observing the two curves representing the index of absolute
value of fire damage estimates and the number of fires, one
will notice that the curves seem to follow each others' trends
quite closely. Since casual observations may be erroneous, a
statistical analysis was made. The linear correlation of 0,553
obtained In the analysis is significant. A further analysis
reveals that probably from 10^ to 13^ of the fires in farm
dwellings in Iowa result from the low morale and run down
condltlone of business in times of depression.
The fact that approximately lOfa of the variation in the
number of farm dwelling fires r^ay be described by relative
price fluctuations is too significant to be overlooked.
In the normal period of 1923-1925 the average farm fire
loss was $1,007,295, while during the abnonnal period of 1931-
1933 the average fire loss was ^1,532,602, making an increase
in loss of ^525,407, If 10^ of this change is the rpsiAlt of
economic depression, the fire loss could be reduced to 152,000
by perfect adjustment of insurance payments to thp value of
the dollar. This loss is made more serious by the fact that
money Is more valuable during periods of depression—during
the normal period the loss would be the equivalent of ^98,000.
Of course, it would be impossible to eliminate all of this
$52,000 loss, and it may be Impossible to reduce any of it,
but one can reasonably believe that more delicate adjustment
-32-
of appraisal values of insured property will materially lessen
fire losses in Iowa,
Perhaps the index of retail food prices is not indicative
of the actual farm depression. Upon contemplating this objec
tion to the above results, the index of farm prices was obtained
from "The Farm Outlook" (15). The results of this analysis
are shown in Table II. This table is the same as Table I with
the exception of the price index which was obtained from "The
Farm Outlook" for September, 1939. The index given in "The
Farm Outlook" was computed for the base 1910-1914, so correc
tion for the 1925-1925 base was computed from the 1910-1914
data.
The graphic presentation of the data in Table II is shown
in Figure 10. The correlation between the curves does not
appear to be as significant as that in Table I at the first
glance, but upon more careful observation we find that Table II
will give a slightly greater correlation of 0.594. This hi^er
correlation upholds the theory that farm price changes will
affect the number of fann fires to a greatpr extent than retail
food price changes. The standard deviation and standard error
of estimate show that 84^ of the variations in the number of
farm dwelling fires are described by factors not considered
in the linear correlations. The line of regression describes
16^ of the variation in number of farm fires. We can be
reasonably sure that the results of this study will be a factor
of chance In only 3 out of 100 times. Such a correlation Is
-33-
generally considered as being significant.
The correlation obtained bears up the fact that economic
depression causes greater fire loss by lowering morals,
resulting in a run-down condition of farm buildings. Table II
shows a |525,407 greater loss for the average of 1931-1933
than for 1923-1925. One can safely believe that 10^ of this
variation, or $52,000, may be lost due to price changes.
It is Interesting to compare the results of the Iowa fire
lose with the studies made in New York (24). They say:
"When farm incomes have been high for two or three
years, losses have been low; when incomes have been
low, losses have been high. Since 1916 this rela
tionship has proved very dependable When in
come ia less, repairs may be neglected and
discouragement may lead to Carelessness."
An interesting fact is that New York economists find the loss
from fires to be slightly out of phase with economic depres
sion* They state that the peak farm labor income occurred in
1917-1919 and lowest fire loss occurred in 1919,
The correlation obtained in the New York studies appears
closer than the one obtained in this study partly because, the
New York data included only insured property instead of all
property.
In both studies, however, the number of fires from care
less management and deliberate incendarism are shown to
increase during depression periods. Fire loss in farm dwell
ings in Iowa may be reduced by more delicate adjustment of
appraisals to economic conditions. Appraisals do not need to
be made more frequentlyj but those which exist could very
-34-
TABLE II. NU?ffiER OF FARM DWELLING FIRES IN IOWA AS
AFFECTED BY FARl^l PRICE CHAN'^E.
Tear
(1)
Total ;
Damage
(2)
No.
Fires
(3)
Dam./
Fire
(4)
Farm
Price
Index
(5)
Farm
Price
Index
(6)
Dam,/Fire
Faria Price
(7)
Index
of
(7)
(81
1923 1,209,510 452 2676 114 89 3000 105.5
19S4 1,143,684 434 2635 118 92 2864 100.7
1925 1,668,691 535 3119 150 117 2666 93.8
1926 1,316,176 441 S985 147 115 2596 91.3
1927 1,403,078 481 2917 139 109 2676 94.1
1920 1,355,609 498: 2722 141 110 2475 87.0
1929 1,062,640 425 2500 146 114 2193 : 77.1
1930 1,664,841 666 2499 129 101 2474 87.0
1931 1,622,262 584 2778 89 70 3969 139.6
1932 1,811,032 702 2580 54 42 6143 216.0
1933 1,164,513 508 2292 56 44 5209 183,2
1934 1,206,953 588 2053 75 59 3480 122.4
1935 709,604 360 1971 118: 92 2142 75.3
1936 1,294,601 563 2299 124 97 2370 83.4
1937 742,229 392 1893 131 102 1856 65.3
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easily be adjusted to changing prices with very little extra
costs to the insurance associations. Adjustment of insurance
pajrments may be made by simply multiplying the appraisal
valuation by the farm price index. Perhaps a more logical
plan would be to multiply the insurance valuation by the price
index of building materials. This plan would operate in such
a way as to allow the policy holder to replace his loss by
some standard structure regardless of the current price of
building materials. It appears that such an adjustment would
save much criminal loss. The drawback to this proposal lies
in the human factor that people would object strorigly when
basic payment is cut, and promptly forget when basic payment is
raised.
It would be interesting to further analyze the problem
with regard to farm income levels.
Effect of farm foreclosure unon number of farm dwelling fires.
Peterson (24) of the New York State College made the
following statement:
**An excessive mortgage on a farmcfften causes econ
omic hardships. Under these circuinstances farmers
are less likely to keep their buildings in repair
and to elimi.nate fire hazards then when under less
economic strain. The mortgage usually requires
that insurance be carried equal to the amount of
mortgage•...•« Under these circumstances there is a
temptation to let the insurance company pay the
mortgage as a result of fire,"
This statement led to a study of the farm foreclosure
situation in Iowa and its effect upon farm fire loss.
-37-
Following Mr. Peterson's reasoning, we could logically
expect that more fires would occur in regions having the
greatest foreclosures, and that more fires occur during the
years showing the greatest number of foreclosures. Murray (20)
of Iowa State College made quite a thorough survey of the
number, amount, and type of farm foreclosures in 31 southern
Iowa counties during the period 1915-1916. Murray cites the
major periods of foreclosure as:
(1) 1915-20 - Few foreclosures resulting from legal
disputes.
(2) 1921-30 - More frequent foreclosures.
(3) 1931-33 - Severe foreclosures, 3^ of Iowa land
being foreclosed.
(4) 1934-36 - Reduced foreclosure due to moratorium
and farm loan.
The greatest fluctuation in number of farm foreclosures
occurred during the years 1930-1936; therefore, these years
were selected for study. Totals are shown in Tables III and
IV.
One need only to casually survey the graphical analysis
of Tables III and IV to realize that the original assumption
that farm foreclosures and farm fires would be correlated is
quite erroneous. The regional analysis, which uses the county
as a unit for study, compares the total number of farm fires
for the period 1930-1936 in each county with the total number
of foreclosures for the same period in the same county. The
results show a correlation between fires and foreclosures of
0.057. Such a correlation is insignificant to the degree that
practically no correlation whatever exists. According to this
-38-
analysis, 100^ of the variation in number of farm fires results
from causes other than farm foreclosure.
The yearly trend shows results which are no more signifi
cant than the regional trends. Farm foreclosures increased
quite rapidly from 1930 to 1933, but farm fires seemed to be
in no way affected by the variation.
Perhaps foreclosures do not give the entire picture of
farm mortgage and economic stress in Iowa, Several means
besides foreclosure exist for debt reduction, and the number
of foreclosures does not necessarily indicate the number of
farm mortgages.
Although foreclosures do give e picture of economic strain,
one cannot reasonably believe that a man would sell out to the
insurance company to pay off a mortgage, because buildings are
as important to the farm enterprise as the land. Usually no
gain would be made by paying off a mortgage by insurance on
property, for both the mortgage and the insurance are often
based upon periods of higher price levels, making them equal in
weight. Difference in the relative price levels of current
times and insurance valuation times provides the means for
profiting from farm fires, A mortgage is not based on current
prices, but basal prices set up at the time a mortgage was
taken.
One may conclude from this study that farm foreclosures do
not affect the number of fires in southern Iowa for the period
1930-1936. Sound reasoning will up hold the conclusion that
-39-
TABLE III. TOTAL COUNTRY FIRES AND FORECLOSURES
FOR 1930-1936.
County
•
•
Fire:
Fore
closure
«
•
: County Fire
Fore
closure
Adair*
•
96: 316
♦
:Mahaska* 164 251
Adams 7S: 152 :Marion 99 234
Appanoose* 115: 201 :Mills 78 129
Cass 104: 229 :Monroe 136 142
Clarke 74: 316 :Montgomery* 90 184
Davis 142: 224 :Page 99 210
Decatur* 98: 276 :Pottawatta-
Des Moines* 59: 100 : mie 120 279
Fremont* 43: 160 :Rlnggold 71 363
Henry* 68: 96 :Taylor* 58 263
Jefferson 111: 144 :Union* 110 190
Keokuk 146: 202 :Van Buren* 132 208
Lee 98: 109 :Wapello* 97 173
Louisa 87: 143 :Warren* 94 250
Lucaa* 67: 173 :Washington* 106 127
Madison 96: 326 :Wayne 70 310
^Counties used in study of yearly trends of farm
fires and foreclosures.
TABLE IV. TREND OF FARM FIRES AND JX)RE'
CLOSURES IN 16 SOUTHERN IOWA COUNTIES.
Year Foreclosures
Country
Fi res
1930 225 272
1931 498 228
1932 951 266
1933 547 218
1934 366 171
1935 308 119
1936 292 241
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farmers would have little tendency to sell out to an insurance
company to pay off a mortgage.
The results found in this study of southern Iowa do not
agree entirely with those found by Powell (25) of New York
State College. Powell gives the following loss rates per $1,000
of insurance in force:
On mortgaged farms where dwellings were:
Excellent or G-ood Fair or Poor
The loss rates (Per $1,000 risk in force) were:
On dwellings and contents $S,53 $6.17
On barns and contents 5.12 7.07
On free and clear farms where dwellings were:
Excellent or G-ood Fair or Poor
The loss rates (Per $1,000 risk in force) were:
On dwellings and contents $1.97 $3.71
On barns and contents 2.07 5.93
In comparing results of these studies one must bear in
mind that the greatest number of foreclosures does not neces
sarily occur in regions having the greatest number of farm
mortgages.
Effect of insurance valuation upon rural fire loss.
P. A. Gaarde of the Farmers' Mutual Fire and Lightning
Insurance Association of Emmet and Adjoining Counties expressed
the opinion that overinsurance due to poor judgment or the
desire to gain business creates a big fire hazard. Many
-42-
persons have expressed opinions that property in Iowa is
overinsured, A study of the ratio of insurance over value as
given in the fire records at the Iowa State Fire Marshal's
office in Des Moines should reveal the nature and seriousness
of the overinsurance problem, if such a problem actually
exists.
An owner having property overinsured would be more likely
to exert less effort to extinguish a flame if his property
happened to catch fire. Following this line of reasoning,
tabulations were made for the insurance and value of all prop
erty which was insured and completely demolished. Country
losses naturally showed many more fires resulting in complete
destruction than town. Even intentional destruction of prop
erty is quite difficult in town where fire departments are
active. Since some arbitrary level must be set for ^ study of
overinsurance, the 75$^ level was taken. All insurance above
75^ of the value is underinsured. Table V shows the average
ratios gathered in this study.
TABLE V. INSURANCE OVER VALUE RATIO OF IOWA PROPERTY.
Town Country
Year
All Dem.Ins. All Dem.Ins, All iDem.Ins.
Property Property Property Property Property:Prooertv
1930 58.3% 63.1% 57.4% 59.4% 57.9% •• 60.4%
1931 63.0 60.9 59.6 61.9 61.6 « 61.6
1932 63.9 60.1 60.9 64.1 62.8 • 63.2
1933 63.7 65.9 59.5 63.4 62.0 •• 64.0
1934 63.7 63.1 57.9 60.1 60.0 •4 60.5
1935 67.1 62.0 59.7 63.6 64.6 • 63.2
1936 60.9 68.4 47.2 57.4 53.8 0 60.5
1937 62.1 65.6 49.9 64.1 56.5 64.5
1938 62.9 57.0 54.2 58.1 59.2 • 57.7
Rural
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The insurance over value ratio for town is very uncertain.
Part of the years (5 years) show a smaller insurance on the
insured total demolished property than on all property com
bined. For this reason it seems better to observe country in
surance alone. Country insurance shows that completely
demolished and insured property has an average insurance of
5^ more than the insurance on all property damage. This 5%
is too small to be in any way significant because in the study
of completely demolished property only the insured property
was considered; whereas, the percentage for all property is
based on both insured and uninsured property. On the average
overlnsurance is not a serious problem.
Out of the 891 county years studies, 116 showed that the
average insured completely demolished property was overinsured
(over 75^). That is, 13^ of the county years show that insured
completely demolished country property is overinsured. The
observation of the fact that 13^ of the counties are overin
sured and still the average does not show overlnsurance, seems
to indicate that overlnsurance is a local problem.
The localized problem was studied by shading a map of
Iowa according to the frequency of overlnsurance of completely
demolished property. The map shows the counties reporting the
greatest number of country fires do not report the greatest
number of years of overinsuranco. Even if overlnsurance abets
the fire loss to some extent the problem is not serious enough
to cause the areas of overinsured comltry property to be the
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areas of greatest fire loss.
The method of approach to this problem is not as sound as
it should be. The first and major allowance for error enters
in the assumption that the valuation estimates as turned in by
the township clerks will be accurate. These estimates are made
on the very changeable base of each man*s idea of the property
value. Often the estimate will be made after the property is
burned so there is great opportunity for error. Valuation
should be made upon the basis of productivity of the service
buildings to the farm enterprise, and the absolute value of a
dwelling to the farm. For example, a farm may be equipped with
a fine two-story dwelling which cost some $10,000 originally,
and has a replacement cost of !|6,000, but at the same time is
too large for the farm on which it is located. Should the
dwelling burn, it would be replaced by a 12,400 home. Prac
tice has been to insure the dv/elling for .75 x 6,000 = |4,500
(7570 of the valuation). If the dv«?ellins burned the owner could
replace the loss by a very satisfactory home and still have
$2,100 clear profit.
As reported by the township clerks the completely demol
ished country property in Iowa presents no immediate over-
insurance problem.
Effect of weather upon rural fire trends.
Effect upon general fire loss. Before studying the
specific effects of peculiar weather phenomena upon special
-46-
TABLE 71. TOTAL RURAL FIRES IN IOWA.
: 1950 : 1951 : 1952
; No.: DaTia;2:e ; No.; Damage : No.; De.raa^e
Town : 1298:11,750,045; 1058: ?^1,481,549 ;1218:??l,4a5,5eE
Country:1368: 3,221,567:1207: 2,851,344:1239: 2,695,212
Rural ;g666: 4.981.612:2245: 4,332.893:2457: 4.178,794
1933 : 1934 ; 1935
No.; Damage : No,: Damage : No. : Damage
Town 951: 922,261: 901: ^ 660,903: 674: 558,125
Country- 1108: 2,061,641: 1262: 2,027,142: 653: 1,152,169
Rural 2059: 2.983,902: 2163: 2.688.045; 1327: 1.710.294
1936 1937 1938
: No.: Damage : No.: Dama^^e : No.; Damage
Town ; 954;|1,336V068: 718:^? 739,983; 750;? 827,781
Country:1471: 3,053,947; 863; 1,550,408; 863; 1,591,243
Rural ;2425: 4.390.015:1581; 2.290.391:1593; 2>419.024
Town
1939 Av. 1930-1939
No.: Damage : No.
745:f' 695,163: 922.7 :|1,046,546.0
Country:1069: 1,930,716:1110.3; 2,213,538.9
Rural ;1814: 2.625.879:2033.0: 3,260.064.9
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causes of fire waste, it is best to make note of the observa
tions of the salient factors of weather upon fire loss. Plain
ly,a hot, dry year will prepare combustible material to be
readily ignited, but just how dry it must be to increase fires
by a certain percent may be determined only after carefully
observing, studying, and analyzing the fire losses with regard
to prevalent weather conditions. Cold, windy springs and ab-
nonnally cold winters tend to cause greater numbers of fires
from defective flues and heating systems, and sparks on roofs.
While isolating one factor, such as weather, in order to
more conveniently study its effect upon fire loss, we must bear
in mind that at the same time the other factors of loss are
operative. For example, the economic theory of loss which main
tains that run-down conditions of equipment, lowered morale,
and desperate need for a means of livelihood during times of
depression tend to increase the fire loss, accounts for at
least a part of the higher fire losses during the years 1930-
1934, inclusive. This period is one of very great economic
pressure in the history of Iowa farming.
Observation of the graph of the trend of the total number
of rural fires In Iowa shows generally the following signifi
cant facts. From 1930—1934, inclusive, the losses were rela
tively high and especially high in 1930 and 1932. The loss in
1935 was abnormally low, vrtiile the loss the following year was
abnormally high, and the losses in 1937 and 1938 were lower
than the nine-year average loss.
-49-
The peculiar weather conditions of each year can in a
crude way describe the variation in fire loss between the years,
The years 1930 and 1936, both abnormally high when considering
the general fire trend, were both extreme. Q,uoting from
Climatological Data for Iowa:
"Extreme weather characterized the year 1930. V/ith
an average temperature of 50,2 degrees, only one
year, 19S1, in the last 58, has been warmer; and
only 5 years have been drier.
"Extremes of cold, heat, and drouth featured the
weather of 1936,.From January 17th to February
21 Iowa experienced its most severe prolonged per
iod of cold in 117 years but on the 25th (of
June) a prolonged hot period began which continued
till the middle of September almost without inter
ruption, making it the most prolonged heat period
in 117 years."
The years 1935, 1937, and 1938 are years of the lowest
fire loss. A study of the weather records for these years
reveals that the weather was mild—cool summers, mild winters,
and no excessive winds.
Climatological Data contains the following notes:
"Few records were broken during the year (1935).
Violent local storms were much fewer than usual
Dust storms of Iowa origin were practically
absent....."
1937 was an unusually moist year during the summer months;
however, the temperature was below normal during the winter,
spring, and autumn, but above normal in the summer.
1938 was a year having both a moist spring and summer,
end a mild winter. V/eather would seem to indicate that the
fire loss should be as low as 1935»
-50-
Perhaps the high loss from defective flues in 1932 is
partly due to the economic pressure of the times and partly due
to the early winter and cold March, To quote from Climatologi-
oal Data again:
••A severe cold wave came in on the 7th and the cold
est December weather in years continued through the
17th."
5'rora the observations made, the weather seems to be the
indirect cause of many fires. A cold, dry^windy autumn
followed by a severe winter and a hot, dry summer is a perfect
setup for the maximum fire loss. A mild year, having neither
extremely long, cold periods nor extremely long, hot periods
and all the while having abundant or at least normal precipi
tation will be an ideal year for minimum fire loss.
Keeping these general weather considerations in mind, it
will be interesting to study the effect of peculiar weather
phenomena upon the specific cause of rural fires.
Effect of wind and temperature upon rural roof fires, A
little thought leads one to conclude that the physical weather
forces about a chimney would have a very great Influence on
the likelihood of r burning brand coming from the chimney,
lighting on the roof, and igniting the roof covering. An analy
sis of the fundamental operations involved in igniting a roof
leads one to believe that some of the factors in roof fire
losses would be: Wind by supplying oxygen to keep the glowing
spark alive and by carrying the spark, temperature by affecting
the flue velocity, and precipitation, humidity, and sunshine
-51-
by preparing the roof so it might be ignited more easily. A
critical survey of the average monthly roof fires of Iowa
(1930-1937) as compared with the average humidity and sunshine
for thirty years shows that little or no relationship exists
between the humidity and sunshine factors and the tendency
toward greater ignition of roofs.
In order to draw a comparison between roof fires and
weather conditions, the weather record for Iowa was obtained
from the Climatological Data for Iowa (30), end the roof fire
record was taken from data as recorded by research fellows
working on Project 23, an investigation of farm building loss
due to wind and fire. The average monthly temperature of Iowa
was obtained from the weather reports of 31 stations well dis
persed over the state. The average hourly wind velocity was
obtained from the averages of 8 station records in various parts
of the state. Note should be made of the fact that the wind
velocity is only an average. The gusty winds of the spring,
March and April, may be a more serious factor in roof fire loss
than the steady winter winds. The average (1930-1937) Iowa
year is shown in Table VII.
A careful study revealed that precipitation shows very
little effect on the trend—less than l/p^'^^. Since p^*^^ is
quite near to 1.0 in all cases, the effect of precipitation
might for any practical purpose be discarded. The seemingly
0 33
arbitrary value P ' was obtained by plotting quite a number
of curves of the type K= W^l '^ Ifhen ajj"^0,33 the
-5E-
dlstribution of experimental data about the curve became
greater, while when ng<0.33, the effect of precipitation
became negligible-
The remaining problem is that of discovering how the
weather variables, wind and temperature, affect the roof fire
trend. The tem.per?=it.ure enters the functional relationship in
the ratio of its ability to change the flue velocity. The
American Society of Keating and Ventilatins; Ifingineers (1)
says:
"The intensity of natural draft depends, for the most
part, upon the height of the chimney above the grate
bar level and also the temperature difference between
the chimney gases and the temperature."
The graph of temperature change vs. the number of roof
fires is shown in Figure 16. Notice that the monthly tempera
ture change against the number of roof fires in each month
plot as a cycle. The fall months, August through January,
describe a curve which falls below the curve of the windy
spring months, thus indicating that wind is an important fac
tor in roof fire loss. The variation in the number of roof
fires cannot be described by temperature changes alone.
The question arises of Just what relation the wind has
upon the number of roof fires. TJpoh plotting the curve of
wind velocity vs. number of roof fires each month we notice
that the exponential form of curve resulting is affected to a
high power of the wind velocity. That is, the number of fires
increases very rapidly for a siTia.ll percentage increase of the
wind velocity. This observation indicates that the number of
-53-
TABLS VII« AVERAGS ROOF FIRES A11D WEATHER COl^lDITIONS
IN IOWA (1930-1937).
Month
Hourly
^.Vind
Av.
Velocity
(W)
Av.
Monthly
Temp.
(T)
Av,
Precipitation
(F)
Av.
No.
Roof
Fires
(R1
0.4 =(X)
IOOT
J an • 9.0 20.5 1.31 43 19.7
Feb. 9.3 26,2 0.76 74 20.6
Mar. 10.1 35.5 1.54 90 25.0
Apr. 9.8 49.1 1.93 51 19.4
May- 9.0 61.6 3.48 16 12.6
June 8.0 72.0 4.19 10 7.4
July 7.2 78.S 2.64 5 4.7
Aug. 7.0 74.2 3.57 5 4.3
Sept. 7.6 66.1 4.06 9 6.3
Oct. 8,3 52.0 2.03 17 9.8
Nov. 9.3 37.6 2.34 30 17.5
Dec. 8.6 25.7 1.17 33 15.0
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roof fires will vary directly as a high power of the wind
velocity, thus: R oc
We might logically assume that the number of roof fires
will vary inversely as some power of the temperature, thus:
R oc Ic
-n—
T
Combining these theoretical relationships we have:
nlE = k W'
^n2
R = No. of roof fires during the month
W « Average hourly monthly wind velocity
T * Average monthly temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
n = Exponents
1,2
k = Constants
Little a priori reasoning exists to create a hypothesis
for the correct numerical value of the exponents n^ end n^.
The economical velocity of flue gases is given in the Heating
and Ventilating Handbook by the formula:
2/5
Ve =
0.772T
c K - 0
B
0 0
f W
c
If we consider that all factors except the outside temperature
(T^) are held constant, a highly theoretical consideration, the
velocity will be:
Ve oc - "^2
oi
2/5
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By modifying this theoretical consideration the roof fires
were compared to k • R oc
R « 0.357
^0.4 ^0.4
The wind velocity was empirically taken to affect the number
of roof fires as the fourth power of its average value.
R -
774
The values of are recorded in Table VIII. '^en these
values are plotted against the number of monthly roof fires an
exponential curve of the form y = ax^ results. When plotted
upon double logarithimic paper tMs curve should form a straight
line log y » log a + x log b.
The curve plotted upon logarithimic paper is shown in
Figure 18. The line of regression fitted by the method of
least squares is:
log y = -0.447 + 1.667 log x
y = antilog -0.447
y = _±_ X = y = E
2.8 IOOTO'^
6.36
5/3
573 WS
100 T
0.36 /w^oWs „ •[_q-4 /^loNa/s
2154 l^T /
f—
z
o
2 eo
EQUATION:
L-oci u =i-0.4-4.Y I.(o<oT loq x
y= ^
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7
LOGABl HMIC
COEEELATIOINI:
r == O.Q>^e>
3yx=0.£00
^y^/(&y~ 4-G.5 %
12=5 Number* of roof fires
W= Average hourly wind
velocity ('Mon+hly)
T = Avera<ge monthly
temperature
T 8 0 lO 30 40
VALUES OF
Fig. 18
ioot;®:'*-
EFFECT OF WIND AND TEWIPE2ATU2E ON 12U2AL 1200F
F112E5> IN IOWA (Average 1*030*-3T)
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2/5 .
R - 5 10"^
3 T
R - 5
3 X10"^ ^0.67
The line of regression describes the data hy the sur
prisingly high logarithimic correlation of r » 0,898, The
probability of obtaining a correlation of 0.9 as a result of
chance is less than one in one-thousand for a sample of twelve
cases. Thus we see that the resulting curve is highly signifi
cant, The standard error of estimate divided by the standard
deviation of y gives 46.5^, This signifies that the line of
regression for the given sample describes at least 53,5^ of
the variation in the sample.
From the foregoing analysis it can be said that very
probably the number of roof fires in Iowa varies approximately
as the 6.67th power of the wind velocity and inversely as the
0.67th power of the temperature, when all three, average
hourly wind velocity, average temperature, and roof fires, are
the average monthly values for the state of Iowa. The fact that
the number of rural roof fires varies approximately as the
6.67th power of the wind may have a logical basis in the fact
that the carrying power of a stream varies approximately as
the 6th power of its velocity.
One should be very skeptical of a logarithimic curve and
especially so vitoen the points seem to have a tendency to form
TABLE VIII.
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EFFECTS OF WIND AND TEMPERATURE ON RURAL ROOF
FIRES.
1930 19SS
•
•
•
•
•
4
» No.
•
•
• No.
: Av. : Av,
r\ A.
Hoof Av .: Av. n A Roof
Month :Wlnd :Temp lOOT^'^ Fires Month Wind:Temp ioot"' X Fires
Jan. : 0.1 :10.5 16.8 56 Jan. 9. L:22.5 19.8 S4
Feb. ; 8.8 :35.5 10.8 66 Feb. 9. L:S8.9 17.9 59
Mar. :10.7 :37.3 27.4 94 Mar. 10.8:28.4 35.6 85
Apr. : 8.4 :52.1 10.2 67 Apr. 10. D:50.0 20.9 65
May- : 9.1 :60.2 13.3 18 May 9.0:62.3 12.6 21
June : 7.5 :69.0 5.8 19 June 6. 9:72.0 4.1 8
July : 6.3 :77.9 2.7 7 July 7.8:75.8 6.5 8
Aug. : 5.1 :74.4 1.2 5 Aug. 7. 3:72.8 6.0 4
Sept. : 6.9 :66.3 4.2 16 Sept 7.0:62;i 4.6 16
Oct. : 7.3 :50.7 5.9 23 Oct. 9.2:49.6 15.1 16
Nov. : 9.1 :41.3 15.5 55 Nov. 9.7:33.2 22.0 51
Dec. : 7.1 :26.7 6.8 63 Dec. 8.9:21.9 18.3 48
1931 1935
•
•
•
•
4
4
No.
•
•
• NO.
: Av. Av.: 0.4 Roof Av. Ave; n. A. Roof
Month :Wind Temp; lOOT Fires Month Wind Temp:100T Fires
Jan. : 7.5 28.9: 8.2 64 Jan. 9.7 32.5: 22.2 50
Feb. : 6.7 35.4: 4.8 100 Feb. 10.6 22.3: 36.6 100
Mar. : 8.9 34.9: 15.2 123 Mar. 9.9 36.0: 22.9 88
Apr. : 7.5 50.9: 6.5 53 Apr. 10.3 48.8: 23.8 44
May- : 7.8 57.0: 7.3 23 May 9.4 60.5: 15.2 5
June : 7.2 75.0; 4.7 8 June 8.2 77.8: 7.9 11
July : 6.3 77.2: 2.8 6 July 7.4 76.1: 5.3 2
Aug. : 5.7 72.6: 1.8 10 Aug. 7.0 70.5: 4.3 6
Sept. : 6.9 71.0: 4.1: 8 Sept. 8.5 69.4: 9.6 3
Oct. : 7.8 56.8: 7.3 6 Oct. 8.8 50.1: 12.5 27
Nov. : 7.7 43,9: 7.7 6 Nov. 10.2 37.9: 25.3 31
Dec. : 7.5 34.1: 7.7 15 Dec. 8.7 27.1: 15.3 34
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TABLE VIII. (CONTINUSD)
1954 19?6
Month
• « «
• • •
• • •
• • •
: Av.: Av.:
;Vii''ind;TemD;
No.
Roof
Fires
: : :
: : :
: Av,: Av,:
Month: Wi nd: Temp:
No.
Roof
Fi|»©8lOOT*^*^ lOOT* '^'^
Jan. : 9.2:26,9: 19.2 64 Jan, : 8.3: 9.5: 5.7 36
Feb. : 9.8:25,0: 25.5 117 Feb. : 9.6: 6.0: 6,5 58
Mar. :10.3:34.4; 27.3 100 Mar. :10.6:39.2: 29.1 121
Apr. :10.8:50.4: 28.4 63 Apr. : 9.8:45,9: 20,5 57
May- : 9.6:69.6: 15,6 30 Llay : 8.7:66,2: 10,7 13
June : 8.6:77.2: 9,5 8 June : 8,5:70.1: 9.5 7
July : 8.3:79.7: 8.2 3 July : 7,5:83,4: 5.4 8
Aug. : 7.6:73.4: 6.0 3 Aug, : 7,8:79.2: 6.4 5
Sept, : 8,4:61.0: 9.4 10 Sept. : 7.9:68,0: 7.2 4
Oct. : 8.8:56,6: 11,9 16 Oct. : 8.6:50,9: 11.4 12
Nov. : 9,3:41,9: 16.8 12 Nov.- : 9.7:35,5: 21,4 29
Dec. : 9.3:21,5: 21.9 25 Dec. : 8.8:28,7: 15,7 17
1935
: Av,: Av.:
Month:Wind; TeniD:
Vf ; No.
100T^*^:Fires
1937
Av.: Av.: W
No.
Roof
Month:
Jan. : 9.5:20.6: 24.2 •• 17 Jan. : 9.9:12.8: 34.7 19
Feb. : 9.4:29,1: 20.4 4 45 Feb. :10.8:19.6; 41.3 48
Mar. :10,5:40.7: 27,6 •• 51 Mar. : 8,8:32.9: 14,9 57
Apr. :10.5:46.7: 26.1 42 Apr. ;10.7;47,7: 27,8 18
May : 8.7:55.0: 11,5 •• 8 May : 8,9:61,8: 12,1 10
June : 8.4:65.9: 9.3 ♦4 8 June : 8.1:69.0: 7,9 8
July ; 7.4:79.4: 5.2 44 3 July : 6,6:75,9: 3.8 4
Aug. : 7.3:43.6: 5.1 44 3 Aug. : 7.4:77.8: 5.3 3
Sept. : 7.6:65.0: 6.3 4 4 Sept, : 7,7:65,9: 6,6 7
Oct. : 8,2:50,9: 9,4 •• 19 Oct. : 7,9:50.3: 8,1 17
Nov. : 9.1:34,0: 16,7 •• 17 Nov. : 9,7:33.9: 22.4 28
Dec. : 9.1:22.4: 19.8 •« 26 Dec. : 9,1:22,8: 19.5 33
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a curve which cuts the straight line at a slight angle. How
ever, the fluctuations about the straight line in Figure 18
seem to be sufficiently random to give a very good approximation
of true conditions.
Since no complete explanation exists to prove the
empirical or observed relationship between the temperature-
wind factor and the number of monthly roof fires, a graph in
Figure 19 was constructed to test the validity of the formula
for the eight-year period ending in 1937. Note should be made
of the fact that the number of fires recorded is the total
number of roof fires and nob the dwelling fires caused from
sparks on roofs.
TABLE XE. COMPARISON OF TESOESTICAL AND
ACTUAL NUMBER OF ROOF FIR3S,
Computed Actual
Tear No. Roof Fires No. Roof Fires
1930 491 S6l
1931 422 115
1932 415 480
1933 401 548
1934 451 523
1935 243 464
1936 358 343
1937 252 616
The test curves show that although a larger percent-
estimated as at least 50%—of the variation in the number of
roof fires is described by the variation in the average wind
and temperature, the rest of the roof fire variation results
from unisolated cause factors not wholly predictable. The
other unknown cause factors produce erratic fluctuations in
the number of roof fires, thus greatly reducing the value of
-62-
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the prediction formula. Tables YIII and H show the values
plotted in Figure 19.
In summarizing one may say that 50% of the variation in
the number of monthly roof fires in Iowa for the average year
of the period 1930-1937 is described by a constant times the
6.67th power of the average hourly wind velocity for the month
divided by the 0.67th power of the average monthly temperature.
The resulting formula incurs too much error to be of great
value for prediction.
TA3LS X. MONTE OF OCCURRENCE OF COUNTRY BARN FIRES RESULTING
FROM SPONTANEOUS IGNITION IN lOY/A.
• Jan. Feb. Mar. Aor . :Mey June ;July;Au«. :Sep . :Oct. :Nov. :Deo.
1930: 1 1 1 • : 85 : 21 : 7 : 3 : 3 : 1
1931: 1 1 1 :1 2 : 19 : 8 : 11 : 8 : 3 ; 1
1938; 1 1 :3 8 : 9 : 11 ; 11 : 5 : 2 : 1
1933: 1 ## 5 ; 14 ; 16 : 7 : 16 ; 2 ; 1
1934: 1 1 1 :1 1 : 3 : 5 : 7 : 11 : 6 : 1
1935; ;1 ; 6 : 14 : 2 : 4 : 2 : 1
1936; 1 • 7 : 54 : 35 : 9 : 3 ; 4 •
1937: 1 •• 2 : 18 : 9 : 2 : 7 : 2 ; 1
1938: 1 1 • 4 : 8 : 13 : 9 : 12 : 3 ; 3
Total 4 5 3 4 :6 29 :150 :132 : 65 : 69 : 2*7 :"10'
Effect of particular weather phenomena upon of
spontaneous iajnition flres in bama» The number of spontan
eous ignition fires in barns varies quite markedly from one
year to the next as shown in Figure 20, and varies greatly
throughout the year also, but, as shown in Table Z, the loss
is not maximum at the same season of the year. For example,
on the average, the peak of spontaneous ignition fires occurs
during the months of July and August, However, in the year
1934 the peak occurred in October, Again in 1933 we have
< in 140
^ 5
;nt'oo
o £>o
[jT 40
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bimodal distribution with peaks occurring in August and
October,
Some marked causative factors must control the variation
in the number of fires resulting from spontaneous ignition.
It will be interesting to Investigate the factors of weather
which seemingly produce an environment conducive to spontan
eous ignition.
Figure 2E shows the partial results of an investigation
of the effect of evaporation on spontaneous combustion. The
general assumption that a fire loss will be greatest on a
year when hay is damp from above normal precipitation and below
normal evaporation is not borne up in this investigation.
The highest year of loss, 1936, had the highest evaporation
and the lowest precipitation of any year recorded. Quoting
from Climatological Data for Iowa:
"July, 1936, was the hottest month of any name in
the entire 64 years for which detailed records are
available and with one exception is also the driest
July in the 64 year period Precipitation was
deficient at every station,"
For August, 1936;
August established a new high temperature
record which coupled with continued lack of adequate
precipitation over large areas of the State, at least
until the latter part of the month, caused further
deterioration to the already sorely harrassed corn
crop of Iowa,"
Note should be made of the interesting fact that the num
ber of fires from spontaneous Ignition decreased toward the
latter part of August as greater precipitation began to fall.
-66-
The summer of 1934 is quite free from serious spontaneous
combustion, although the evaporation rate was comparatively
high—not quite as high as 1936, July of 1934 was quite
variable over the state. The southern one-third suffered from
the lack of adequate precipitation, while the northern and
eastern part recorded a rainfall of 1,68 inches above normal.
The data on evaporation taken in the years 1933-1936 may
be quite erroneous because only one station (Ames) reported
evaporation for these years. 1934 was an especially variable
year between the different sections of Iowa.
Brown of the tJ.S.D.A, Bureau of Chemistry and Soils (3)
expressed the opinion that hay need not be excessively damp
to ignite spontaneously. Even a dry pile would have a ten
dency to accumulate its moisture in the cooler regions of the
pile, thus forming a range in moisture content which would at
some point be the exact amount required to produce spontaneous
ignition.
Henson (8) enlarges upon this theory somewhat by saying:
"During these experiments hay was placed in the mow
with as low as 20 per cent and as high as 58.7 per
cent of moisture. The degree of heating wt8 not found
to be directly proportional to the moisture content of
the hay. Hay below 30 per cent of the moisture
ordinarily may be considered safe from heating to a
destructive or dangerous degree. Hay with less than
27 per cent of moisture may be expected to retain its
green color."
A hot, dry day with excessive evaporation would tend to
augment the grad a^tlon of moisture throughout the pile.
The amount of sunshine, a factor usually considered
-67-
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essentlal in the proper curing of hay, was greater during the
sumrner of 1936 than any other. To quote from Climatologioal
Data again:
"Sunshine averaged 91^ of the possible amount (in
July, 1936), or 15% above the normal."
The sunshine in August was 7^ above normal.
During the summer of 1934, a year of quite low losses,
the percentage of sunshine was 3^ belOw normal for both the
months of July and August.
The relationship between weather shown for the years 1934
and 1936 is not merely a chance observation. The year 1930
shows a decidedly greater loss than 1937 or 1938. The summer
of 1930 is marked by high maximum temperatures and a prolonged
dry spell. Climatological Data for 1937.contains the follow
ing quotation:
"July, 1937, was both warmer and drier than the 65
year average but it was in decided contrast with the
record breaking heat and drouth of 1936. The month
was the second hottest August of record This is
a result of persistent hot weather and not by any
individual record breaking temperatures. Precipitation
averaged slightly in excess "
In 1937 part of the state was deficient in rainfall but as
an average, precipitation was above normal. In 1938:
"July averaged above the 66-year average in both
temperature and precipitation."
August, 1938, was characterized by unifo3rmly high temper
atures and very unevenly distributed precipitation that averaged
above normal for the state as a whole. The summer of 1931
with above normal temperatures and slightly below normal
-69-
preoipitation showa a high loss from spontaneous Ignition in
July, while the summer of 1932 with a slightly above normal and
a markedly above normal precipitation shows a lower loss.
We have seen from a review of evaporation and sunshine,
two factors operative in curing hay, that these factors do not
set up conditions for lessening loss from spontaneous ignition,
but on the contrary set up conditions aggravating the loss.
Just why hay cured under extreme conditions of high temperatu]?e,
low relative humidity, and a large percent of sunshine should
be more susceptible to heating and spontaneous ignition can be
explained only by theory and not by any actual proof. This
paradox might to some extent be explained by the theory used
for justifying the Dain system of hay curing. That is, that
the leaves of the hay plant act as respirators drawing mois
ture from the stem and transpiring it to the air through their
stomata. During a summer when the sun was extremely intense,
the leaves would die quickly thus cutting off the exit of stem
moisture, causing the hay to cure insufficiently. This theory
is erroneous.
McClure (19), Jones and Palmer (16), and Waldron (33)
express the opinion that stomata of the leaves of all hay
crops act as minute pumps for removal of stem moisture, Jones
and Palmer ran tests showing that both alfalfa and Johnson
grass leaves acted to dry the steins, although Johnson grass
operated to a more significant degree. Others who ran tests
on the function of leaves in the removal of moisture from
-70-
stems C6uae to th.e conclusion that the leaves of alfalfa do not
function in this manner. Westover (34), Higgins (9) and
Henson (8), all prove experimentally that alfalfa plants with
leaves detached end leaves attached dry at the same rate,
practically speaking. Higgins (9) summarizes the entire
research in this field by saying:
"?rom the results given it appears that with
legumes having relatively small stems such as alfalfa
and red clover, the leaves do not function in with
drawing moisture from the stems during the drying
period. With legumes having large stems, such as
sweet clover and soybeans, the indications are that
the leaves may aid in withdrawing moisture from the
stems."
Thus, a commonly accepted theory is disproved. However,
the basic idea may have its merit. During a period of intense
sunshine, low relative humidity, and high wind velocity, the
leaves of hay cure quickly. The farmer, realizing the food
value of the leaves, is tempted to store the hay while the
stems are yet damp in order to save the leaves. Cottrell (4)
of Kansas says:
"When alfalfa has made a slow growth, and at the time
of cutting the ground and the weather are dry, there
is no difficulty in curing. Often, under these con
ditions, it is safe to rake within a few hours after
mowing, and stack a few hours after the alfalfa has
been put in windrows."
This statement shows the widespread acceptance of the seeming
ly erroneous theory that hay may be stacked very quickly after
cutting when the weather is dry. It seems that too m.any have
cherished the idea that during extremely dry weather hay will
cure very quickly because of the rapidity with which the leaves
dry.
-71^
H. D, Hughes, professor of Agronomy at Iowa State College,
confirms the theory that during an excessively hot, dry year
the farmer, believing that the hay will cure quickly, stacks
it prematurely. He observes that the leaves become dry and
brittle and break off. The dryness of the leaves iaisleads the
haymaker into stacking the hay with excessive stem moisture
present, H. D. Hughes also agrees with the findin-^ that the
most spontaneous heating will occur in the best hay curing
weather,
W. E. Loomis, associate professor of Botany and Plant Patho-
logyat Iowa State College, suggests that spontaneous heating
occurs more frequently in cured hay dampened by rain or dew
than in green hay from which the plant moisture has not trans
pired.
This suggestion led to a study of the average of precip
itation records as compared to spontaneous combustion of
country barns in Iowa, The daily rainfall for the months of
July and August was obtained by averaging the observations of
120 to 145 weather stations throughout Iowa, Observation of
Figure 2S shows that the basic assumption that more spontaneous
ignition fires occur during the most favorable haying weather
than during unfavorable weather is true, 1936 shows far less
precipitation than any other year, yet the loss is far greater.
When the rains came in the latter part of August, 1936, the
fire loss fell off. It seems illogical then to say that spon
taneous ignition results mainly from stacking cured hay
-72-
moistened by rain.
Table XI shows a sumraary of the averages for the most
active haying seasons (disregarding soybeans and other late
fall hay crops). The table again forcefully brings to atten
tion the fact that years having the greatest number of clear
days, least precipitation, and most evaporation, also have the
greatest fire loss. These peculiarities are shown to a sur
prising certainty in the data for July for the past eight years
as shown in Figure 23, Computation of an exponential to fit
o p
the data for clear days gives an equation of
J^uly July
3x10^
with a correlation of the logarithms of the variables of 0.884
S = Number of rural spontaneous ignition fires in barns
C = Number of clear days in July
One may expect a correlation this great or greater as a
result of chance less then once in one-thousand trials, assum
ing a normal distribution. Therefore, we see that the number
of clear days in July gives a very good description of the
number of country barn fires due to spontaneous ignition during
the month of July, The curve plotted for the relationship
should be regarded merely as a mathematical description of a
phenomena already observed. The number of clear days in July
inherits other weather phenomena such as number of cloudy
days, evaporation, amount of precipitation, and other things
being equal, the favorability of the weather for curing hay.
Some factor exists causing the greatest number of
spontaneous ignition fires in barns to occur during the most
-73-
TABLE XI. COUOTRT BARN FIRES RESTTI.TUTa FROM SPONTANEOUS
IGNITION COMPARED TO PRECIPITATION AND SKY CONDITION.
No. of Spon.
Sky Condition
Year
Days Having .01" Partly
Month Ign. Fires Free, or More Clear Cloudy Cloudy
1930 July 25 4 da. 21 da 8 da. 2 da.
Aug. 21 8 15 11 5
1931 July 19 6 20 8 3
Aug. 8 8 16 10 5
1938 July 9 7 20 8 3
Aug. 11 12 15 9 7
1933 July 14 7 19 9 3
Aug. 16 8 15 9 7
1934 July 3 10 17 10 4
Aug. 5 9 15 11 5
1935 July 6 7 19 10 2
Aug. 14 7 18 10 3
1936 July 54 3 23 7 1
Aug. 35 8 15 12 4
1937 July 12 7 18 10 3
Aug. 9 8 19 9 3
1938 July 8 10 18 10 3
Aug. 13 7 18 9 4
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favorable weather conditions for haying. The most logical
explanation for the paradox is the theory that farmers observe
the leaves of the hay and are thus mislead as to the actual
moisture content of the hay.
Further research should be conducted on the cause and
prevention of spontaneous Ignition in barns.
Effect of local mine coal production upon number of roof fires
in Iowa.
Statements accusing Iowa coal of producing excessive
sooting and smoking led to the study of the coi;apari3on of areas
of excessive roof fires with the areas having the highest pro
duction of low quality coal. County averages of the country
roof fires occurring per 1,000 farms in Iowa for the years
1930-1938, inclusive, indicated the regions offering the great
est roof fire problem. The table and maps on the following
pages show the results of this analysis.
Upon casual consideration of roof fires, one would natur
ally think the greatest number would occur in those regions
which have the greatest total number of fires. Such an assump
tion is not entirely true, although roof fires do very mater
ially increase the total number of fires. The fact that the
areas of total fires end greatest numbers of roof fires do not
coincide shows that some cause factor or factors exist in
regions of greater loss. The map showing the distribution of
roof fires by counties allocates the problem area to three
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TABLE XII . AVERAGE COAL PRODUCED PER YEAR IN LOCAL AND WAGON 
MINES (1930- 1935) BY COUNTIES 
: : : No • : 
County : No . Mines :Tons of Coal:E:mployees : 
Adams 
Appanoose 
Boone 
Dallas 
Davis 
Greene 
Gut hrie 
Jasper 
Jefferson 
Keokuk 
Lucas 
Mahaska 
Merion 
Monr oe 
Page 
Polk 
Taylor 
Van Buren 
Wapello 
Wa r ren 
Wayne 
Webster 
Sub Total 
Cass 
Decatur 
Hamilton 
Muscatine 
Scott 
Total 
13.8 
5?.8 
12 .8 
3 .? 
?.8 
4.? 
8.0 
12.5 
3.0 
3 . 8 
12 .5 
35 . 0 
42 . 2 
12.8 
4.8 
20 .3 
3 . 8 
13 . 0 
32 . 8 
18.3 
6.2 
20 . 3 
349 .9 
0 . 3 
0 . 2 
1 . 0 
0 . 3 
1.2 
352 . 9 
. . . 
21 , ?05 
82,915 
28 , 509 
3 ,1?? 
6 ,126 
36 , 123 
13,??5 
64 , 2?0 
4,693 
9 , 644 
6,301 
67 , 41? 
90 ,?28 
29 , 222 
31 , 672 
349 , 231 
3 , 211 
12 , 325 
100,690 
6? ,352 
14 , 618 
32 , 692 
l,0?6 , 396 
163 
167 
1,462 
101 
1 , 08? 
1,079,376 
171 
4 ? 2 
163 
21 
37 
81 
90 
198 
28 
30 
42 
212 
281 
106 
106 
?05 
27 
?O 
311 
l?O 
?4 
120 
3 , 515 
2 
1 
6 
1 
8 
3 ,533 
: 
Remarks 
To obtain 
average 
production 
the total 
reported 
fo r the years 
1930-1935 , i n-
clusive , was 
divided by 6. 
2 yrs . 
1 yr. 
3 yrs . 
2 yrs . 
4 yrs. 
recorded 
r ecorded 
r ecorded 
recorded 
r ecorded 
State Mine Inspector' s r eport, State of Iowa , Des Moines. 
1934 . p . 14 . 
Ibid . 1934. p . 12. 
Ibid . 1936. p . 12. 
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regions. The greatest number of fires per 1,000 farms occurs
in the block of ten counties including Mahaska, Keokuk, Jeffer
son, Wapello, Van Buren, Appanoose, Monroe, Iowa, Poweshiek,
and Davis, listed in order of m.agnitude with the worst offender
first. Boone, Dallas, Union, and Madison form an elongated
region of serious roof fire loss in central Iowa, Clinton,
Louisa, Muscatine, and Jackson report the greatest losses of
any counties along the mississippi river. Several counties,
such as Cass, Dickinson, and Clay show quite a large total
number of fires, but relatively few roof fires.
Coal burned in farm homes consists mainly of the products
of local and wagon mines* Coal produced in local mines of
Iowa Is generally of lower quality than that produced in
shipping mines, and consequently more inclined to excessive
soot formation. The Iowa Coal Committee (14) stated that;
"In general, local mines are not equipped to clean
and size coal properly. Their product has caused
serious misconception regarding Iowa coal."
A study of the comparison of output of local and wagon mines,
and the amount of coal burned locally in Iowa reveals the fact
that the two numbers are nearly identical, it does not pay
to ship low quality coal.
By observing the maps in Figures 25 and 26 one will
notice that the comparative distribution of roof fires and
production of coal in local mines does not coincide as closely
as might be expected, but the general area of coal production
seems to fall very nearly on the general area of greatest roof
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fire loss. The coincidence of these areas may not be due
entirely to greater coal production. The Iowa State Planning
Board (14) observes that:
"The^percentage of persons receiving public assistance
is higher in the mining counties, Monroe, Appanoose,
and Lucas, than in any other county In the State."
Reflection upon this statement led to a brief study of
relief areas in Iowa. It seemed possible that the low morale
of people in relief areas would be conducive to greater care
lessness resulting in greater fire loss.
According to Wakeley and Anderson (3S) the counties
receiving the greatest per capita government aid for the years
1933-1936, inclusive, as based upon the 1930 census record
are: Adair, Adams, Audubon, Crawford, Fremont, Ida, Madison,
Monona, Poweshiek, and Shelby, in alphabetical order. Powe-
shiek and Ifedison are the only two counties which report both
serious roof fire problems and serious relief problems accord
ing to this survey. These observations on rural relief in
Iowa indicate that little correlation exists between relief
areas and rural fire areas. Coal producing counties no doubt
report higher relief expenditures because of the seasonal
nature of their employment and the low relative fertility of
coal-bearing earth-
Acknowledgment of the fact that rural relief along with
low farm income has little effect on the number of rural roof
fires throws greater weight on the fact that areas of greater
local and wagon mine coal production report greater fire loss.
-Si-
Figure 27 shows the relative annual production of coal
in local and wagon mines for the average 1930-1936 as compared
with the fires per 1,000 farms for the average of 1930-1938,
hy counties. There seems to be a slight cause and effect
relationship between the two values, for 15 of the 22 coal-
producing counties show fire losses greater than the average
county for the average year; 2 counties are average and 5 are
below average. In a random sample we may justifiably expect
the number above average to approximate the number below
average. The chi-square measure of variation of the distribu
tion about the mean gives 5.5, A chi-square above 3,84 will
occur as a result of chance only one time in twenty, so we may
safely assume there is some significance in the fact that
more roof fires occur in coal producing counties. We must not
overlook many other factors such as quality of coal, number
of combustible roofs, spark arrester installations, and upkeep
of the buildings in the locality, vftiich enter into the number
of roof fires.
The amount of coal produced does not necessarily indicate
the amount of coal burned. The Iowa Coal Comoiittee says:
"No statistics are available setting forth the taends
of competition among the various types of residential
heating equipment and fuels for the entire state,"
Des Moines is the only city in Iowa having such information.
Xt is interesting to note that Monroe county produces a
high coal tonnage although it is not particularly high
in local and wagon mine production. Monroe is also quite high
COUNTY
Polk.
Wapel lo
Marion
Appanoose
Mahask-d
Warren
Jasper
Qreene
Webster
Page
Monroe
Boone
Adams
Wayne
Quthrie
Van Buren
kleolcuic
Lucas
Davis
Jefferson
Taylor
Dal las
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in roof fire loss. The S2 top counties in total coal pro
duction are the same as the 22 top counties in local and
wagon mine production, even though their order of magnitude is
not the same*
Coal production and consumption in Iowa has been very
nearly constant, so no trends in roof fires would result from
more or less consumption of soft coal. The Iowa Coal Commit
tee says:
"In conclusion, it may he stated that over a period
of the last twenty years there has been little net
change in the consumption of bituminous coal in
Throughout this period lowans have con
sistently purchased only about ^0% of their annual
coal requirements from Iowa mines»"
In brief, it can be said that those counties having the
greatest production of lower grade coal show a tendency toward
more roof fires per 1,000 farms, but the effect of coal as a
fuel is not sufficiently important to recommend substitution
of other more expensive fuels. Proper firing with Iowa coal
will not cause excessive smoking. The Iowa Coal Committee
states:
7Iowa coals have no more tendency to soot and smoke
than other eastern coals if fired properly."
Perhaps more study should be made to investigate the
tendency of Iowa coal to clog spark arresters. Saving in fuel
cost from coal locally produced will often offset the slight
hazard of increase in roof fire loss.
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SUEVEY OF EFFECT OF INSFSGTIONS UPOH RUR^L FIRS TREND
Benefits of the Inspection Service to County Mutual
Insurance Associations
During the 59th annual convention of the Iowa Assotiiation
of Mutual Insurance Associations, the value of inspections was
quite thoroughly discussed. Secretary John Evans noted that
fire loss in Iowa as a whole has decreased, but he also raised
the question of whether or not fire loss would have decreased
even though no inspections were made. V^hen expenditures are
being made by a business concern, they are quite conservative
in making investments until they are sure that the benefits
will more than offset cost.
Since the question of inspection benefits as yet remains
unsettled, the problem of attempting to derive an idea of the
benefits seems timely,
A pause to survey the position of the State of Iowa in
regard to inspection may be beneficial. Since 1934 the County
Mutual Fire and Lightning Insurance Associations with the
cooperation of the Iowa Mutual Tornado Insurance Company aiid
tfie Farmers' Mutual Reinsurance Association have conducted
50,000 inspections. The inspection service has grown rapidly
in popular favor since its initiation about 1934. L. G. Keeney,
Chief Inspector for the Farmers' Mutual Reinsurance Association,
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reports that more than 12,000 Inspections were completed in
the fiscal year ending October 31, 1939. During the period
from 1934 to 1939, 56 of the 99 counties of Iowa report in
spections.
Comparative analysis of inspection benefits to county mutual
associations Inspected in 1935.
The effect of inspections might be more apparent if in
spection work was done in one year, making it possible to
observe the trend before Inspection with the trend after in
spection. With such a purpose in mind, the Dickinson County
Farmers* Mutual Insurance Association (53), Harrison County
Farmers' Mutual Fire and Lightning Insurance Association (73),
Farmers' Mutual Insurance Association of Castle Orove (88),
Morton Farmers' Mutual Insurance Association (115), Wapello
County Mutual Fire and Lightning Insurance Association (146),
and ?irayne County Mutual Insurance Association (148) were
selected. These associations are located in Dickinson, Harri
son, Jones, Page, Wapello, and V/ayne counties, respectively.
These six associations were selected because they employed
inspections only in 1934 and 1935. They averaged 70 inspections
per association in 1934, and 862 inspections per association
in 1935. A rough estimate would indicate that at least 85^
of the risks in force were inspected. This estimate was based
on the fact that 260,000 policies in force in 1939 represents
about $1,160,000,000 risk in force, or an average of $4,460
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per policy. A total of 93E inspections represents approxi
mately $4,150,000 risk, wMle the average risks are $4,719,000,
making the average percentage 88%. 85% should be a fair esti
mate for the inspection coverage. Such a thorough inspection
should show results. A serious drawback to the analysis is the
fact that the sample is too small to give results which may be
extended or generalized with accuracy.
For the comparison, six counties having no inspection
were selected at random throughout the state. The sample can
not be judged purely random, for an attempt was made to attain
dispersion over the state. Here again the sample is too small
to be generalized accurately. The six companies used are:
Adair County Mutual Insurance Association (1), Farmers' Mutual
Insurance Association Cl8), Farmers* Mutual Insurance Associa
tion of Kiron, Iowa (45), Farmers* Mutual Fire and Lightning
Insurance Association (61), Henry County Mutual Insurance
Association (74), and Farmers* Mutual Fire and Lightning In
surance Association of Jasper County. These associations
represent Adair, Buchanan, Crawford, Emmet, Henry, and Jasper
counties, respectively. One will observe that according to
Table XIII the average risk in force is larger for the group
of uliinspected associations than for the inspected. Some
means of reducing the two comparative averages to the same base
was necessary.
The least complicated ;nethod is the reduction of all
items indicating the health of business to a "dollars per
-87-
TABLE XIII. C0MPARATIT5 ANALYSIS OF INSPECTION BENEFITS
TO COUNTY MUTCTAL INSUR^J^tce ASSOCIATIONS.
Year ;Hi9k:s in Force; Loss :Reserve;Receipt3;Co3t/;^l,000
Six
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1958
i ls
Associations
) : $5,469
Having 85^ Inspections in 1935 (Average
$ 15,058:$3.73
18,276: 3.34
13,571: 2.24
12,347: 1.84
12,780: 2.78
12,735: 2.72
10,434: 2.80
13,008: 2.28
14,387: 2.61
399
920
577
4
4
4,489
4,356
4,369
4,385
4.498
,627
,625
,866
,787
,597
,754
,387
,279
,272
S4.718,577^era^e
Six Associations
1930 : $9,194,482
1931 : 9,144,713
1932 : 8,732,004
1933 : 7,943,255
1934 : 7,918,278
1935 ; 7,785,286
1936 : 7,984,091
1937 : 8,110,349
1938 ; 8.506,931
Average .368.881
$14,235 8,695;
15,289 : 5,275;
8,289
6,175
8,081
6,928:
9,157
8,355
8.259
6,179:
8,578:
9,321:
10,720:
8,538:
8,853:
8.193:
$ 9.419::!? 8.261:3 13,622
having No
|20,230 :
20,455 ;
21.99?. ;
16,334 :
14,028::
11,269 :
21,541 :
8,451 :
13.346
Inspections
$ 7,328:$ 22,
8,577: 33,
4,133: 33,
11,947: 20,
14,460: 22,
21,241: 23,
17,669: 23,
26,311: 21,
29.613: 22.
Average)
851:$2.64
556: 2.66
403: 2.64
906; 2.50
365: 2.30
153: 1.97
043: 2.88
438: 1.63
232; 2.16
$16.405 ;^15.698:t 24.772;
Five Associations Havi ng 10-20^5
$17,253
18,073
16,537
16,191
9,824
10,606
21,652
10,449
17.508
Yearly Inspections (Average)
fl5,595;S 19,016;f2.48
12,993: 25,149: 2.57
8,334: 21,452: 2.52
10,039; 29,243; 2.60
10,214; 18,926: 2w56
15,279: 20,158: 2.00
9,785: 81,545: 2.96
13,947: 20,011: 1.69
18.019; 25.503: 2.36
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
Average
$7,963,136
8,084,335
7,719,067
6,990,685
7,345,944
7,388,320
7,653,385
7,824,713
8.175,088
g7.682.74T $15.545: yjS12i679:S 35.534
TABLE 7CLY.
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF INSPECTION BE^TE^ '^ITS
TO COIMTT f-iaTTJALS OF IOWA.
1. 85;;^ Inspection in 1935.
2. Average Yearly 15^ Inspection Since 1934,
(60'^ Total Accounted For)
•
4
Year; Group
Loss/
41.000 Risk
Reserve/
•Si .000 Risk
Receipts/
il.OOO Risk
cinspected 1935
1930:Inspected yrly.
:TJn-in3Dected
2.60
2.17
2.20
1.59
1.96
0.80
2.75
2.39
2.49
:lnspected 1935
1931:Inspected yrly.
:Un-insDected
2.83
2.24
8.24
0.98
1.60
0.94
3.38
3.12
3.77
ilnspected 1935
1932:Inspected yrly.
:Un-iasDected
1.68
2.14
2.52
1.26
1.06
0.47
2.78
3.83
:Inspected 1935
1933:Inspected yrly.
:Un-insoected
1.35
2.32
2.06
1.87
1.44
1.50
2.70
4.18
2.63
;Inspected 1935
1934:Inspected yrly,
cXTn-inspected
1.80
1.34
1.77
2.08
1.39
1.83
§.65 ••
2.58
2,83
:Inspected 1935
1935:Inspected yrly,
:Un-inspected
1.59
1.44
1.45
2.46
2.07
2.73
2.92
2.73
2.97
;Inspected 1935
1936:Inspected yrly,
:Un-insDected
2.10
2.83
2,70
1.95
1.28
2.21
2.59
2.82
2.89
:Insp0dted 1935
1937rinspected yrly.
:Un-inspected
1.91
1.34
1.04
2.02
1.78
3.24
2.97
2.56
2.64
rinspected 1935
1938:Inspected yrly.
:Un-insoeGted
1.84
2.14
1.37
1.82
2.20
3.48
!^.26
3.12
2.61
:Inspected 1935
Av, rinspected yrly.
rUn-lnsoected
2.00
2.00
1.96
1.75
1.65
1.85
2.98
2.90
2.95
Note: Total Inspected risks account for approximately
60). of risks in force for Ho. 2 and 85;^ for No. 1.
iLach value v/as obtained from an average of 5 or 6
associations.
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$1,000 risk in force" "basis. The results of this comparison
are shown in Table XIV, The graphical presentation in Figures
28 and 29 organizes the results so they may be easily compre
hended and analyzed.
The curves show a few points which are correct for the
rather insignificant sample selected. The most pertinent
points are: (1) Uninspected risks show a greater loss the
year following inspections (2) The cost of inspections cannot
be detected as compared with more powerful cost fluctuation
changes (3) The second and third years following inspection
show greater loss for inspected than uninspected risks.
The only conclusion which one can draw from this study
is that the cases are too limited to be decisive. However, it
seems quite logical to regard the general upward trend of the
business health of county mutual fire and lightning insurance
associations of Iowa as a characteristic of all associations
the past few years. The trend toward less loss, and greater
reserves with less receipts, is described by other variables
than inspections. More powerful forces than simple inspection
work and fire protective measures used since 1935 cause the
short-time fluctuations in fire loss to the county mutual
associations.
Comparative study of county mutual associations employinR con
tinuous Inspections with associations uninspected.
The study of associations inspected in 1935 shows a
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reduction in expected loss in 1936, The reduction may or may
not be due to chance fluctuations produced by other cause fac
tors, Perhaps a group of associstions having inspections
every year would show more decided trends.
An attempt to predict the effect of yearly inspections
prompted the study of the average of the business of Poweshiek
County Farmers* Mutual Insurance Association (123), Dubuque
County Farmers' Mutual Insurance Association (57), Hardin
County Mutual Insurance Association (72), Ida County Farmers'
Mutual Fire and Lightning Insurfince Association (78), and
Prairie Farmers' Mutual Insurance Association (91) located in
Keokuk county, which show the following inspections:
T;3IS] XV. INSPiSCTIONS SSLECTED GROUP.
Aporox. Jo Risks
Year No. Inspections Inspected
1934 651 7^
1935 661 1$
1936 1989 zo%
1937 1246 15%
1938 18S2 18^
Total 6369 57%
The results of this analysis shown in Table XIV and
Figures 28 and 29 are quite interesting. The loss per $1,000
risk in force of the associations having yearly inspections
conforms almost identically to the loss per $1,000 risk in
force shown by associations having no inspections. The in
spected associations have slightly higher loss, which is very
probably due to chance factors. The reserve of the uninspected
-98-
seems to accumulate more rapidly them the reserve of the
Inspected, Some of this trend may be due to the money paid
out for inspections. However, inspection cost does not seem
to be a plausible explanation when vve realize that inspections
cost the mutual association approximately 2.5^ of the cost of
losses, according to a 1935-1938 four-year average.
The study of inspection benefits to county mutuals must
at best be limited. The short time which inspections have
been effective, the limited population from "vAiich to draw
samples, and the fact that inspections represent a very small
percentage of the total cost of operation all combine to make
the results shown in inspection benefits studies rather in
significant, The study indicates that inspections show little
effect in reduced fire loss for the county mutual associations#
Benefits of Inspection Service to the Farmers' Mutual
Reinsurance Association
In a talk presented at the Iowa State College Agricultural
Engineering staff luncheon November S2, 1939, Frof. G-iese
mentioned the fact that county mutuals have in the past made a
practice of turning their most uncertain risks over to the re
insurance association- Thus, the reinsurance association
receives the "tailings" of insurance risks.
Inspections should indicate the more undesirable risks,
and thus reduce the loss to the reinsurance association by
their elimination. In order to check this theory the business
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of the Farmers' Mutual Reinsurance Association for the past
nine years was compared with the business of six other state
mutuals, including Farmers' Mutual Insurance Association of
M, E. Church, Farm Property Mutual Insurance Association of
Iowa, Lelviars Mutual Insurance Association, Home Mutual Insur
ance Company of Iowa, Mutual Fire and Tornado Insurance Asso
ciation, and National Mutual Insurance Association of Iowa.
Results of this comparison are shown in Table XVI and
Figures 30 and 31. The losses shown by the reinsurance asso
ciation for every $1,000 risk in force are reduced for seemingly
no reason at all in 1934. The (1930-1933) four-year average
loss to the reinsurance association was $2.55 per $1,000 risk
in force, while the (1935-1938) four-year average was $1.69
per tl,000 risk in force. Thus we note an $0.86 per $1,000
risk in force reduction in losses between the four years
record prior to the institution of inspections as compared
with the average subseq.uent to inspections. The trend of
rural fires in Iowa has been downward so all of this reduced
loss benefit cannot be attributed to more careful management
of risks. Six other state mutual insurance companies show
a reduction from $S.02 per $1,000 risk to $1.35 per $1,000
risk, making a total reduction of $0.67 per $1,000 risk in
force.
The reinsurance association has a reduction of $0.19
per ^1,000 risk in force which cannot be accounted for by
the expectant trend based on other fire insurance companies'
TABLE XVT.
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comparative: analysis of state motual fiee
INSURANCE ASSOCIATIONS,
Reinsurance Association
•
; Risk
Tear: in Force
Loss/
§1.000 Risk
Heserve/
S:i.000 Risk
Receipts/
il.OOO Risk
1930:135,622,692 2.50 0.49 4.34
1931: 36,368,471 2.66 -0.15 5.44
193E: 32,368,396 2.60 -0.71 5.16
1933: 30,525,510 2.22 -0.21 4.81
1934: 27,364,448 2.68 0.02 4.78
1935: 26,856,609 1.85 1.04 3.78
1936: 27,912,176 2.44 -2.78 3.42
1937: 30,209,565 1.E4 2.01 6,27
1938: 31,839,580 1.21 3.60 4.29
Total of 6 Other State Mutuals
: Risk Loss/ Reserve/ Receipts/
Year: in Force ^1.000 Risk ll.OOO Risk IjI.OOO Risk
1930:$e4,020,611 2.19 1.89 2.78
1931: 83,363,521 2.30 2.36 2.80
1932: 75,869,819 1.92 2.53 2.61
1933: 68,600,403 1.65 3.28 2.74
1934: 67,342,773 1.24 3.95 2.80
1935: 66,231,924 0.83 5.29 2.71
1936: 66,727,858 2.12 5.03 2.74
1937: 72,668,574 1.23 4.77 2.49
1938: 69.041.222 1.S3 5.81 2.63
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business. Possibly the $0.19 variation between the two averages
is random, but probably there is some existent cause factor which
accounts for the greater loss reduction experience of the Farmers'
Mutual Reinsurance Association, Probably the inspection policies
pursued by some of the state mutual associations is a causal
factor in their reduced loss experience.
Following is a rough estimate of loss reduction as compared
to inspection costs:
P^educed loss - |0.19 per $1,000 risk in force
Histc in force - ^i^Sl,000,000
Total reduction - $5,890 per year
Inspection cost - $1.07 per inspection
No. of inspections per year (Av.) - 8,170
(Both classes A and B)
Total inspection cost - $8,750
Cost to reinsurance ass'n. - $4,380
Cost to class A approximately - $2,190
A summary of the benefits of inspection investigation in
dicates that twelve associations — six state, and six county
mutual — representing a total risk of approximately $123,000,000
show a trend in loss reduction from |S.13 to Jilil,47 per $1,000
risk in force for the four-year period from 1930-1935 and 1935-
1938, respectively. This is a reduction of $0.65 per $1,000
risk in force. The reinsurance association representing a risk
of $31,000,000 indicated a trend from |S.55 to $1.69 per ^1,000
risk in force, a reduction of $0.86 cents. This reduction ^ould
show to better advantage in the specific class A risk statistics.
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Benefits of Inspection Service to Loss from Class A Risks
Inspector Keeney expressed the opinion that although the
total risks held by a county mutual insurance association
might not show marked benefits from inspection service, the
class A reinsurance risks held by the association might show a
trend toward less loss. Such benefits, if actually existent,
would be the result of the county mutual associations* policy
of turning the poorer risks over to the reinsurance associa
tion, For the sake of making a comparison between class A
reinsurance and the regular business of the county mutual
associations, the same 17 associations showing no inspections,
associations showing; 85% inspection in 1935, and associations
Showing an average of IS^^ inspections since 1934 were selected
for study.
Results of the study of class A reinsurance are shown in
Table XVII and in Figure 32, The results bring out quite
clearly the benefits from inspections. The associations having
85% inspection in 1935 show an average class A loss of $3,88
per $1,000 risk in force prior to inspections and an average
class A loss of $2,69 per fl,000 risk in force subsequent to
inspections, while associations reporting no inspections show
an average class A loss of $1.93 per 11,000 risk in force for
1930-1934 and a class A loss of $3,85 per #1,000 risk in force
for 1935-1938. The inspected risks report a decrease in
class A loss of $3,88 - $2,69 = $1,19 per $1,000 risk in
force, while the uninspected report an increase of $1.93 -
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.|3.85 >= $1.9S. The inspected risks show a $3.11 reduced class
A loss over what might be expected according to losses from
risks uninspected.
The results of the comparison of uninspected risks to
risks having 85% inspections in 1935 show a loss to inspected
risks of 73^, 70%, and 100% of uninspected risks. The average
of the inspected risks for the years previous to inspections
show a class A loss of 201% of the class A loss shown by un
inspected risks. The benefits of inspections are thus shown to
be quite effective four years after the inspections were inade.
However, the benefits derived become less each year after
inspections are made. If results shown by the limited study
of the six associations may be extrapolated, the benefit from
inspections will probably be indiscernible after six years.
Very probably inspections may be made profitably every three
years.
If the reduced losses may be attributed to inspections,
the reinsurance association nets an enormous interest on money
invested in making inspections. Inspections-cost the reinsur
ance association approximately $0.14 per |l,000 risk in force,
while the association shows an average reduced loss of $3.11
per $1,000, making a return of #3.11 for the #0.14 investment.
Any company would invest under such promising conditions#
The results obtained for the associations employing con
tinuous inspections are more erratic. The few associations
selected cause one serious loss to show a marked variation in
TABLE IVII.
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COMPARISON OF INSPECTION BENEFITS TO REIN
SURANCE LOSS ON CLASS A RISKS.
Year Inspections Total Risks: loss Loss/$1,000 Risk
1930
1 None
2 None
3 None
•
687,740 :
2,066,140 :
685.450 :
380.76
11,930.90
500.00
0.55
5.72
0.73
1931
1 None
2 None
3 None
790,046 :
2,152,643 :
824.468 :
2,167.85
6,175.18
3.589.01
2.74
2.87
4.35
,1932
1 None
2 None
3 None
1,031,955 :
1,615,325 :
749.920 :
3,121.55
7,283.12
2.107.65
3.02
4.01
2.81
1933
1 None
2 None
3 None
1,182,600 ;
1,693,560 :
685.415 :
1,513,03
4,357.23
100.11
1,26
2.57
0.15
1934
1 N©ne
2 5^
3 None
1,105,590 :
1,723,030 :
644.867 :
2,254.SO
7,305.81
200,00
2.04
4.24
0,37
1935
1 None
2 80^
3 7%
1,049,432 :
1,681,384 :
612.544 :
3,177.22
1,784.58
777.96
3.03
1,06
6.34
1936
1 None
2 None
3 20°^
1,276,129 :
1,737,164 :
647.460 :
7,751.62
7,735,84
1.500.00
6.07
4,46
2.32
1937
1 None
2 None
3 15'^
1,385,828 :
1,903,448 :
722.700 :
4,980.02
4,753,12
3,59
2.50
0,00
1938
1 None
2 None
3 18^
1,460,127 :
2,198,537 :
776,550 :
3,950.48
5,961.33
160.70
2,70
2.72
1.03
Inspected Groups:
1. Total of 6 Ass'n. Reporting No Inspection,
2. Total of 6 Ass'n, Having 85% Inspection in 1934-35.
3. Total of 5 Ass'n. Having an Average 12% Inspection,
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total loss per $1,000 risk. An analysis of the associations
having 12^ inspections since 1934 shows an average class A
loss of $1,68 per $1,000 risk for 1930-1934, and $2.42 per
$1,000 risk for 1935-1938. The inspected property has an
increased class A loss of fo.74, while uninspected has an
increased class A loss of $1.92, $1.18 more than the inspected.
One may lofi5ically assume that those associations having
partial inspections did not follow up inspection wor^ with as
adequate repairs as those associations which sponsored com
plete inspections.
Inspections pay high dividends to the reinsurance asso
ciation in reduced class A loss. Although inspection benefits
can be detected for about six years, risks could probably be
profitably inspected every three to five years.
Inspections show no significant effects on the economic
health of county mutual insurance companies. The Farmers*
Mutual Reinsurance Association shows a decided trend toward
reduced fire losses for some cause v\4iich was not operative in
causing reduced fire losses in associations employing no
inspections. In 1938 the reinsurance association approached
nearer to normal business conditions than it did during any of
the nine years studied. Any added costs for the new plan set
up by the reinsurance association in 1934 have been repaid
many times over.
-lOS-
SXMAEY Am) CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions may be drawn from the statis
tical survey of rural fire waste in Iowa;
1. The most serious causes of rural fires are sparks on
roofs, defective flues and heating systems, spontaneous igni
tion of hay and straw, and lightning on unrodded buildings.
S. Dwellings and barns account for 67.0^^ of the total
number and 69,of the total damage of rural fires.
3. The factor of chance is more important than cause and
effect relationship in determining the hour of rural fire
occurrence^
4. Weather factors seem to affect the month of rural fire
occurrence to a marked extent,
5. The number of farm buildings per farm and the upkeep of
farm buildings seem to be the two main factors in determining
the location of the greatest number of country fires.
The following conclusions may be drawn about the indirect
causes of rural fire waste:
1* At least 10^ of the annual variations in the number
of fam dwelling fires are described by variations in the farm
price index. Perhaps loss due to economic depression can be
remedied to some extent by adjusting insurance payments accord
ing to the commodity value of the dollar.
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2. Farm foreclosure does not seem to affect the number
of country fires in southern Iowa,
3. As reported by the township clerks, the completely
demolished country property in Iowa presents no immediate
overinsurance problem.
4. A cold, dry, windy autumn followed by a severe winter
and a hot, dry summer is a perfect weather setup for maximum
fire loss. A mild year having neither extremely cold periods
nor extremely hot periods, and all the while having abundant
or at least normal precipitation, will be an ideal year for
minimum fire loss.
5. At least 50% of the average monthly variations in the
number of rural roof fires in Iowa for the period 1930-1938
are described by a constant times the 6.67th power of the
average monthly wind velocity divided by the 0.67th power of
the average monthly temperature.
6. The greatest number of spontaneous ignition fires in
barns occurs during the most favorable weather conditions for
haying. This paradox may result from the fact that under the
most favorable haying conditions the leaves of the hay plant
dry quickly, giving a false impression of the moisture content
of the hey as a whole.
7. The counties having the greatest production of local
and wagon mine ooal show a tendency toward more roof fires per
1,000 farms. However, the tendency Is not marked enough to
warrant the substitution of more expensive fuels if the added
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hazard of roof fires is the only consideration.
The following conclusions may he drawn from the study of
inspection benefits:
1. Inspections do not materially reduce the total loss
to the county mutual insurance associations.
2. Since the institution of inspections, the losses to
the Farmers* Mutual Reinsurance Association have been reduced
$0.19 per $1,000 risk in force more than the reduction which
might he expected from the data from six other state mutual
companies.
3. Inspections seem to pay high dividends to the Farmers'
Mutual Reinsurance Association in reduced class A loss.
4. Although inspection benefits can be detected for about
six years, risks could probably be profitably Inspected every
three years.
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